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General Marking Guidance

•
All candidates must receive the same
treatment. Examiners must mark the first candidate
in exactly the same way as they mark the last.
•
Mark schemes should be applied positively.
Candidates must be rewarded for what they have
shown they can do rather than penalised for
omissions.
•
Examiners should mark according to the mark
scheme not according to their perception of where
the grade boundaries may lie.
•
There is no ceiling on achievement. All marks
on the mark scheme should be used appropriately.
•
All the marks on the mark scheme are designed
to be awarded. Examiners should always award full
marks if deserved, i.e. if the answer matches the
mark scheme. Examiners should also be prepared to
award zero marks if the candidate’s response is not
worthy of credit according to the mark scheme.
•
Where some judgement is required, mark
schemes will provide the principles by which marks
will be awarded and exemplification may be limited.
•
When examiners are in doubt regarding the
application of the mark scheme to a candidate’s
response, the team leader must be consulted.
•
Crossed out work should be marked UNLESS
the candidate has replaced it with an alternative
response.

Section A: Translation
Question 1

1

Question
number

Question
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Electric bycicles
are becoming
more common
in Italian cities.
They are small
and light
and allow
people
to reach

10. every part of town
11.
12.
13.
14.

with ease.
They can travel
at a maximum speed of
25 km per hour.

Answer
Le biciclette elettriche
stanno diventando / diventano
[sempre] più comuni / diffuse / popolari
nelle città italiane / d’Italia.
Sono piccole
e leggere
e permettono
alla gente / alle persone
di raggiungere
ogni parte della città

facilmente / con facilità.
Possono viaggiare / andare
a una velocità massima di
25 / venticinque chilometri / km all’ora/
l’ora / orari.
15. What’s more,
Inoltre / per di più / In più
16. one can save
si può / uno può / si possono risparmiare
17. money
denaro / soldi
18. by using an electric bycicle
usando una / la bicicletta elettrica
19. because there is no need for
perché non c’è bisogno (né) di / dell’
[REJECT ne without accent if used]
20. insurance
assicurazione
21. or petrol.
o / (né di / della) benzina. [REJECT ne
without accent if used]
22. Wearing
Portare
23. a helmet
il / un casco
24. is not compulsory,
non è obbligatorio
25. but is is safer.
ma / però (è) più sicuro.
26. If more people
Se più gente [sing.]/ più persone [plur.]
27. used these bycicles
usasse / utilizzasse [sing.]/ usassero /
utilizzassero [plur.] queste biciclette / bici
28. we could reduce
potremmo ridurre
29. the levels
i livelli
30. of pollution.
di / dell’ inquinamento.
Spelling errors and omission of essential accents would render a section
Mark
incorrect.
30/3 = 10
30 marks divided by 3

Section B: Creative or Discursive Essay
Question 2: Below are the Suggested ideas for essays. Candidates may well come up with entirely
different material which will be rewarded on its merits as a response to the task.
Creative Essay
Question
Number
2 (a)

Question

Question
Number
2 (b)

Question

Scrivi la continuazione di questa storia.
Suggested Answer
This will provide candidates with the opportunity to write an interesting and
imaginative story about the situation which has occurred. There will be an account
of what has happened and what then ensues as a result, with reference to the
stimulus, in this case a phone call just after midnight. The response will also
include a conclusion to the situation. The story should be developed and well
structured.
Mark
(45)

Immagina la conversazione tra queste due persone.
Suggested Answer
The headline is about someone who had their bicycle stolen but saw it around in
Turin, so contacted the police and got the thief arrested. The article may include
interviews with the person and/or the police/thief.
Mark
(45)

Question
Number
2 (c)

Question

Vedi questa scena. Spiega quello che succede.
Suggested Answer
Candidates are required to invent a dialogue about what the man and the woman
in the picture are saying. There could be some reference to the baby in the pram.
An initial setting of the scene should allow for subsequent creative development
here.
Mark
(45)

Discursive Essay
Question
Number
2 (d)

Question
Suggested Answer
Candidates will present a balanced argument discussing the key points for and
against shopping online versus traditional shopping, taking a stance on the title,
i.e. whether it is true that online shopping is destroying traditional shops. They
will undoubtedly take a strong viewpoint but conclusions should be fully justified
and clearly expressed. Candidates are likely to have a strong reaction to the
question but a consideration of different points of view is necessary here in order
to reach an informed conclusion.
Mark
(45)

Question
Number
2 (e)

Question
Suggested Answer
Candidates will have to consider which one in their view is the most serious
environmental problem nowadays and justify their views. They will probably draw
on their knowledge of environmental issues and they will likely mention pollution,
global warming etc. The essay should be balanced and reach an informed
conclusion. All points should be logically sequenced and coherent.
Mark
(45)

Question
Number
2 (f)

Question
Suggested Answer
Candidates will consider whether it is true that what is often said about war, that
there is no such thing as a just war. They may agree that no war is ever just or
they may write that some wars can be just. They may even take a kind of middle
stance in that some wars may be necessary evils. Candidates may be able to
provide specific examples with references to the World Wars or to more recent
conflicts like Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria… The essay should be well structured and
come to an informed conclusion.
Mark
(45)

Question
Number
2 (g)

Question
Suggested Answer
Candidates are asked to imagine what it would be like to live without a TV. Some
might view it negatively due to the lack of entertainment, information, relaxation
etc while others might see it more positively as a chance to pursue other interests
and possibly be more healthy. It is expected that a lot of it will be written in the
conditional mode.
Mark
(45)

Section C: Research-based essay

(Questions and expected responses)
Q.3 (a) Candidates will have to consider how far the artistic and cultural heritage of
their chosen city/region is exploited. They can draw on their knowledge of the most
famous monuments and cultural events or refer to past and present writers etc.
Q.3 (b) Candidates will have to consider which event in the historic period they have
studied has had the strongest impact on ordinary people and explain how it affected
them.

Q.3 (c) Candidates will have to consider whether recent changes in society (or in the
aspect/s of society they have chosen to study) have been more positive or
negative.
Q.3 (d) Candidates will have to consider the ending of the film/book studied and
explain whether it is a suitable ending for it or not.
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